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Perceptual and Acoustic Assessment
of Strain Using Synthetically
Modified Voice Samples
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Purpose: Assessment of strained voice quality is difficult
due to the weak reliability of auditory-perceptual evaluation
and lack of strong acoustic correlates. This study evaluated
the contributions of relative fundamental frequency (RFF)
and mid-to-high frequency noise to the perception of
strain.
Method: Stimuli were created using recordings of speakers
producing /ifi/ with a comfortable voice and with maximum
vocal effort. RFF values of the comfortable voice samples
were synthetically lowered, and RFF values of the maximum
vocal effort samples were synthetically raised. Mid-to-high
frequency noise was added to the samples. Twenty listeners
rated strain in a visual sort-and-rate task. The effects of RFF
modification and added noise on strain were assessed using

an analysis of variance; intra- and interrater reliability were
compared with and without noise.
Results: Lowering RFF in the comfortable voice samples
increased their perceived strain, whereas raising RFF in the
maximum vocal effort samples decreased their strain. Adding
noise increased strain and decreased intra- and interrater
reliability relative to samples without added noise.
Conclusions: Both RFF and mid-to-high frequency
noise contribute to the perception of strain. The presence
of dysphonia may decrease the reliability of auditoryperceptual evaluation of strain, which supports the need
for complementary objective assessments.
Supplemental Material: https://doi.org/10.23641/asha.
13172252
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without phonotrauma; this type of vocal hyperfunction is
usually referred to as muscle tension dysphonia, which is
estimated to comprise 10%–40% of vocal disorders diagnosed clinically (Roy, 2003).
The current clinical assessment of vocal hyperfunction
is primarily based on auditory-perceptual evaluation (Roy
et al., 2013). Auditory-perceptual evaluation of voice quality
is routinely used in clinical assessment (Carding et al., 2009;
De Bodt et al., 1996) due to its convenience and efficiency
(Kent, 1996). It is currently considered the gold standard for
evaluating the severity of voice disorders and the outcome of
voice therapy (Oates, 2009); thus, auditory-perceptual evaluation is essential to clinical management of voice disorders.
A major auditory-perceptual quality associated with vocal
hyperfunction is strain. It is defined as the “perception of
excessive vocal effort (hyperfunction)” in a standard clinical
tool, the Consensus Auditory-Perceptual Evaluation of Voice
(CAPE-V; Kempster et al., 2009). Because strain is a major
perceptual attribute of vocal hyperfunction (Kempster et al.,
2009; Morrison, 1997), evaluating strain is important to guide
the treatment of individuals with voice disorders related to
vocal hyperfunction.

he lifetime prevalence of voice disorders in the
United States is 30%, with an incidence of 7% (Roy
et al., 2005). Voice disorders disrupt an individual’s
quality of life, affecting both economic and social activities
(Smith et al., 1996). One of the most common features of
voice disorders is vocal hyperfunction (Stemple et al., 2014),
which comprises approximately 65% of all cases in voice
clinics in the United States (Brodnitz, 1966; Ramig &
Verdolini, 1998). Vocal hyperfunction involves excessive
and/or imbalanced laryngeal and paralaryngeal muscular forces and is often associated with phonotrauma,
which can result in organic changes to the vocal folds
(Hillman et al., 1989). Vocal hyperfunction is also present
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Despite the reliance on it in voice clinics, auditoryperceptual evaluation has low reliability. Because of the inherently subjective nature of perceptual evaluation, highly
experienced listeners frequently disagree with one another
when rating voice quality (Kreiman et al., 1993). This disagreement seems to affect the evaluation of strain more than
other voice qualities such as breathiness and roughness,
resulting in particularly poor intra- and interrater reliability
(Webb et al., 2004; Zraick et al., 2011). Accurate evaluation
of different disordered voice qualities can assist clinicians
in choosing the most appropriate therapy technique targeted
to an individual (Stemple & Hapner, 2019), suggesting
that better methods of evaluating strain have the potential
to improve clinical outcomes.
Instrumental measures are often used to supplement
auditory-perceptual ratings, but there is no strong acoustic
correlate of strain yet available. The smoothed cepstral peak
prominence (CPPS) is a cepstral peak amplitude normalized over the entire background signal amplitude calculated from the smoothed cepstrum. CPPS has been shown
to correlate strongly with auditory-perceptual ratings of
overall severity of dysphonia and breathiness (Awan &
Roy, 2006; Heman-Ackah et al., 2003; Hillenbrand et al.,
1994). Cepstral measures related to CPPS have also shown
potential for assessing roughness (Awan & Awan, 2020).
However, cepstral measures have shown mixed results for
strain (Anand et al., 2019; Lowell et al., 2012; McKenna &
Stepp, 2018; Van Stan et al., 2020), and strain has not been
strongly correlated with other conventional acoustic measures such as frequency and amplitude perturbation measures (Bhuta et al., 2004).
One potential reason for difficulty with perceptual and
acoustic evaluation of strain may be its multidimensionality.
It has been shown that breathiness and roughness often accompany strain (Lowell et al., 2012) and that ratings of strain
are likely influenced by other co-occurring voice qualities
(Kent, 1996). Thus, to improve the auditory-perceptual and
acoustic evaluation of strain, its acoustic factors must be revealed. Three acoustic characteristics related to strain have
been suggested previously: increased spectral energy at
higher harmonic frequencies (Anand et al., 2019; Bergan
et al., 2004; Klatt & Klatt, 1990; Stevens, 1977; Sundberg
& Gauffin, 1978), decreased relative fundamental frequency
(RFF; Stepp et al., 2010, 2011), and increased mid-to-high
frequency noise (Hirano, 1981; Klatt & Klatt, 1990; Lowell
et al., 2012).

Increased Spectral Energy at Higher
Harmonic Frequencies
Increased spectral energy at higher harmonic frequencies has been associated with strain (Anand et al., 2019).
Increased energy at higher harmonic frequencies has also
been associated with a pressed voice quality, which results
from phonation with excessively adducted vocal folds, suggesting a similarity between strained and pressed voice
qualities (Kreiman et al., 2012). Increases in energy at higher
harmonic frequencies in synthesized voice samples increased
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listeners’ perceptions of pressed voice quality (Bergan et al.,
2004). Thus, the relationship between increased spectral
intensity at higher harmonic frequencies and strain is well
supported, both theoretically and empirically.

Decreased RFF
RFF has been proposed as an acoustic feature reflecting increased laryngeal tension and strain (Stepp et al., 2010,
2011). RFF quantifies the short-term variation of fundamental frequency ( fo) in sonorant-voiceless consonant-sonorant
productions. It is defined as the instantaneous fos of the
10 voicing offset and onset cycles before and after a voiceless consonant, normalized by the fos of the cycles furthest
from the consonant. Compared to the RFF of individuals
with healthy voices, RFF values are lower in individuals
thought to have increased laryngeal tension, including those
with vocal hyperfunction (Heller Murray et al., 2017; Roy
et al., 2016; Stepp et al., 2010, 2012), Parkinson disease
(Bowen et al., 2013; Goberman & Blomgren, 2008; Stepp,
2013), and adductory laryngeal dystonia (Eadie & Stepp,
2013). Stepp et al. (2010) hypothesized that increased baseline laryngeal tension would decrease the extent of the fo
changes before and after intervocalic voiceless consonant
production.
The relationship between RFF and strain has also
been evaluated and was found to be moderate in previous
auditory-perceptual studies (Eadie & Stepp, 2013; Lien et al.,
2015; McKenna & Stepp, 2018; Stepp et al., 2012). However,
it is not clear whether listeners responded specifically to the
changes in RFF or other acoustic features that may change
in concert with RFF. In addition, changes in RFF values
over a period of high voice use did not result in changes in
strain perceived by listeners in one study (Heller Murray
et al., 2016). This suggests that RFF may reflect underlying
laryngeal tension that may not necessarily be perceived by
listeners. Thus, it is not yet clear whether RFF is directly perceived by listeners as changes in strain or whether it covaries
with other acoustic features that are perceived by listeners.

Increased Mid-to-High Frequency Noise
Strain has also been described as containing increased
mid-to-high frequency noise (Hirano, 1981) and as being
often accompanied by perceived breathiness (Lowell et al.,
2012). Breathiness is known to be associated with increased
aspiration noise in the mid-to-high frequency range near
the third formant (Klatt & Klatt, 1990). However, if aspiration noise interferes with higher harmonic frequencies in
a similar frequency range, which may also contribute to
strained voice quality, it is unclear how aspiration noise
actually affects strain. Kreiman and Gerratt (2012) observed that increases in noise decreased listeners’ acuity
to changes in the harmonic structure of the voice source.
Thus, the presence of noise may also decrease listeners’
acuity to the percept caused by RFF, which is also dependent
on the ability of the peripheral auditory system to resolve
the harmonic structures of the voice source. In summary,
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aspiration noise may interfere with other acoustic characteristics of strain, and it is thus unclear how aspiration noise
may contribute to the perception of strain. In order to study
the effect of aspiration noise, mid-to-high frequency noise
can be synthetically added to voice samples.

Purpose
In this study, we aimed to understand the contributions of the two acoustic characteristics, RFF and mid-tohigh frequency noise, to the auditory-perceptual measure
of strain. We used synthesis techniques to precisely control
these acoustic features and evaluate their direct associations
with strain. The previously observed correlations with natural voice samples cannot fully elucidate the relationships between these acoustic measures and auditory-perception, as
other acoustic parameters may also differ across voice samples. By modifying only the acoustic parameters of interest,
we aimed to delineate more directly the roles of RFF and
mid-to-high frequency noise on the auditory-perceptual
evaluation of strain. We did not examine increased spectral
energy at higher harmonic frequencies in this study because
it has already been examined with synthesized samples and
showed a statistically significant association with strain
(Bergan et al., 2004).
We hypothesized that synthetically lowering RFF
would result in an increase in the perception of strain and
that synthetically raising RFF would result in a decrease in
the perception of strain. We also hypothesized that adding
mid-to-high frequency noise to speech samples would increase the perception of strain. We further hypothesized
that adding noise would result in decreases in both intraand interrater reliability of strain ratings, since noise may
interfere with other acoustic characteristics of strain.

Method
Original Voice Recordings
Voice samples of eight individuals (four women and
four men; Mage = 32.6 years, range: 18–67 years) with
healthy voices were selected from a database of participant
recordings of RFF stimuli, /ifi/. These recordings were
collected from speakers who were asked to increase their
vocal effort to mild, moderate, and maximum levels. The
speakers were given the instruction, “produce your voice
as if you are trying to push out the air without increasing
the loudness,” and the experimenter provided demonstrations of different vocal effort levels. Recordings of comfortable voice and maximum vocal effort conditions were
used because they were expected to show the largest differences in strain and RFF values among all combinations
of the recordings. Three /ifi/ productions were selected from
each effort condition for each participant. Recordings were
selected for inclusion based on three criteria to best support
the study hypotheses: (a) increases in self-modulated vocal
effort accompanied with decreases in RFF, (b) increases in
self-modulated vocal effort accompanied with increases in

listener-perceived strain, and (c) minimal listener-perceived
breathiness regardless of vocal effort level. These criteria
are further explained below.
Increases in Self-Modulated Vocal Effort Accompanied
With Decreases in RFF
RFF is generally expected to decrease as vocal effort
increases, although between-speaker variability has been
reported (Lien et al., 2015; McKenna & Stepp, 2018; Stepp
et al., 2012). We purposefully chose voice samples that
showed decreased RFF along with increased vocal effort
to evaluate the contribution of RFF to strain. To achieve
this aim, we planned to synthetically lower RFF values of
comfortable voice samples to match the RFF values of
maximum effort samples from the same speakers and to
examine whether the RFF modifications increased the strain.
We also planned to synthetically raise RFF values in maximum effort samples to match the RFF values of comfortable voice samples from the same speakers and to examine
whether the RFF modifications decreased the strain. RFF
was manually estimated with Praat acoustic analysis software (Version 6.0.48; Boersma & Weenink, 2019). Ten
voiced cycles prior to and after the voiceless consonant
were identified using Praat’s autocorrelation algorithm
for pitch tracking, and the period and the instantaneous
fo for each cycle were calculated. RFF for each cycle was calculated in semitones (ST) from the equation: ST = 39.86 ×
log10(fo/reference fo), in which the reference fo (fref) was
offset cycle 1 for offset cycles and onset cycle 10 for onset
cycles. Mean RFF was higher in comfortable voice samples than in maximum vocal effort samples.
Increases in Self-Modulated Vocal Effort Accompanied
With Increases in Listener-Perceived Strain
We also chose recordings in which the strain increased
as the self-modulated vocal effort level increased. Strain of
the recordings was evaluated by a voice-experienced speechlanguage pathologist. Since speakers could increase their
vocal effort without actual perceptible increases in strain
by listeners, this criterion ensured that the comfortable
voice and maximum vocal effort samples had actual differences in strain. The speech-language pathologist rated
the strain of each recording on a 100-mm visual analog
scale from the CAPE-V form (Kempster et al., 2009). Mean
strain was higher in maximum vocal effort samples than in
comfortable voice samples.
Minimal Listener-Perceived Breathiness Regardless
of Vocal Effort Level
Speakers with minimal listener-perceived breathiness
were favored because of the study aim to evaluate the effect
of mid-to-high frequency noise on perceiving strain and
RFF. Since we planned to compare samples with and without added noise, recordings with minimally breathy voices
would be ideal to precisely control for noise. Minimal breathiness was determined from both the auditory-perceptual evaluation by a voice-experienced speech-language pathologist
and CPPS values. The speech-language pathologist rated
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the breathiness of each recording on a 100-mm visual analog
scale from the CAPE-V form (Kempster et al., 2009) after
listening to three /ifi/ samples per speaker. CPPS represents
the strength of the cepstral peak compared to the cepstral
background noise in acoustic signals, which reflects the
degree of the periodicity of the signal. CPPS has shown
a strong negative correlation with perceived breathiness
(Hillenbrand et al., 1994). CPPS was obtained from the /i/
portions of /ifi/ recordings with the commands and parameters described in Watts et al. (2017). Mean breathiness and
CPPS values were similar to those of 20 young female adults
with healthy voices in our previous study (Park et al., 2019)
and did not differ between the two vocal effort conditions.

Stimuli Synthesis
In order to synthetically modify the selected recordings, we used the Speech Transformation and Representation using Adaptive Interpolation of weiGHTed spectrum
(STRAIGHT) algorithm. The STRAIGHT is based on a
sophisticated channel VOCODER system, which separates
the spectral and source information (Kawahara, 2006). The
algorithm incorporates speech analysis, modification, and
synthesis. During the analysis, the algorithm extracts information about the spectral envelope, the instantaneous fo
contour, and the aperiodic component of a sound sample.
These three components can be modified separately and
then synthesized back together to generate a modified voice
sample. This method was developed to provide flexible modification of the three components as naturally as possible and
was adapted to MATLAB (Version. R2018a, MathWorks).
The 16 original recordings were analyzed, and the
STRAIGHT components were saved for sample modifications. Instead of including the original recordings as a part
of the perceptual stimuli, we used STRAIGHT-synthesized
versions of the original recordings. The STRAIGHT components from the original recordings were resynthesized
back without any modification to be included in the experiment as unmodified samples. This ensured that possible perceptual differences between the original samples and RFF
modified samples would not be due to being synthesized
from the STRAIGHT, although the original recordings
and the STRAIGHT-synthesized versions are known to
be perceptually identical (Kawahara, 2006). Each sample consisted of three /ifi/s in the same vocal effort condition from the same participant with 300-ms periods
between each /ifi/.
Modifying RFF
RFF of the unmodified samples was modified in order
to test the hypothesis that the modification of RFF alone
would alter the strain. Modifying RFF of the samples and
comparing the RFF-modified and unmodified samples
allowed precise evaluation of RFF in relation to strain,
since RFF was the only acoustic feature that was different
between them. RFF of the comfortable voice sample from
each participant was lowered to the RFF values of the same
participant’s maximum vocal effort sample for all 20 RFF
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cycles. RFF of the maximum vocal effort sample from each
participant was raised to the RFF values of the same participant’s comfortable vocal effort sample for all 20 RFF
cycles. In order to modify RFF, we modified the fo contours
of the samples, as estimated by the STRAIGHT. Figure 1
illustrates the procedure for modifying fo contours. The modified fo contours and other STRAIGHT components of the
same sample were combined together to synthesize an RFFmodified sample. We performed the RFF modification on
all unmodified samples and confirmed that the modified
RFF values matched the goal RFF values very closely.
The mean difference in RFF between comfortable voice
samples with RFF modification and maximum vocal effort samples without RFF modification was 0.14 ST; the
mean difference in RFF between maximum vocal effort
samples with RFF modification and comfortable voice
samples without RFF modification was 0.01 ST. Because
the spectral envelopes of the samples were not modified
during the process, the formant values of RFF-modified
samples were not altered.
Adding Mid-to-High Frequency Noise
Versions of samples with and without RFF modification with added mid-to-high frequency noise were created
via the “breathiness” function in the Praat Vocal Toolkit
(Corretge, 2019). This function uses linear predictive coding
to estimate the spectral envelope of the original signal. The
function then creates a “whispered” version of the signal by
applying the estimated spectral envelope to white noise, decreasing the spectral energy of the low frequencies under
250 Hz, and increasing the spectral energy of the mid-tohigh frequencies centered around 2000 Hz. The whispered
version of the signal is then added to the original signal in a
quantity determined by the user’s input. In order to synthesize
the samples to be breathy while retaining a natural quality,
we decreased the harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) values of
the samples by −7 dB using the breathiness function. The
mean HNR of the samples without added noise was 19.3 dB,
and the mean HNR of the samples with added noise was
12.3 dB. A speech-language pathologist evaluated the breathiness of all samples; the breathiness ratings increased by an
average of 30.6 mm on the 100-mm scale in the samples
with added noise.
Total Number of Stimuli
The number of the STRAIGHT-synthesized, unmodified samples was 16 (8 participants × 2 vocal effort conditions). RFF was modified in all unmodified samples, and
noise was added in both RFF-modified and unmodified
samples, resulting in a total of 64 samples for the perceptual tasks (16 unmodified samples + 16 RFF-modified
samples + 32 samples with added noise [unmodified and
RFF-modified]).

Listeners
Twenty healthy participants (10 women and 10 men;
Mage = 22.0 years; range: 18–34 years) were recruited as
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Figure 1. The procedures for modifying fundamental frequency (fo) contours of the comfortable and maximum vocal effort samples to exchange their
RFF values. The upper panels present schematic plots of fo (in Hertz [Hz]) and RFF (in semitones [ST]) as a function of time (in seconds [s]).
Blue represents a comfortable voice sample and pink represents a maximum vocal effort sample. RFF portions of the fo contour contain
bolder colors than non-RFF portions (abbreviation: fref = fo of the reference cycle; RFF = relative fundamental frequency). The following steps
outline the details of the procedures: (1) RFF portions were selected from the fo contours of the comfortable voice and maximum vocal effort
samples. The selected fo contour of each sample was normalized by the fref values of each sample (RFF [ST] = 39.84 × log10[fo/fref]). (2) The RFF
contours of the comfortable and maximum vocal effort voice samples were exchanged and transformed back to fo contours that fit their respective
counterpart’s fref values (fo [Hz] = fref × 10^[RFF/39.84]). (3) The converted fo contours of the comfortable and maximum vocal effort samples
replaced the RFF portions of their respective counterpart’s fo contours. During this process, durations of the converted fo contours were adjusted,
so that the original durations of RFF portions remained the same after RFF modification.

listeners from college job posting sites and paper flyers and
were paid for their participation. The number of participants
was determined by evaluation of the average absolute deviations of strain from mean strain ratings obtained using a
visual sort-and-rate (VSR) task from 20 listeners in a previous study (McKenna & Stepp, 2018). Mean strain rated by
18 listeners differed from mean strain rated by 20 participants by 1 mm on a 100-mm scale. We recruited 20 participants to attain similar precision. Participants reported no
prior history of speech, language, and hearing disorders or
previous participation in any auditory-perceptual study. Participants all scored within normal ranges for the Voice-Related
Quality of Life (Hogikyan & Sethuraman, 1999). All but
one participant passed a hearing screening with 25 dB HL
pure tones at 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000 Hz
(American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2005) in
a sound-treated room (one participant passed at 30 dB HL
at 4000 Hz in his left ear). Inexperienced listeners were recruited, as previous studies did not find differences in interrater reliability values between expert and inexperienced
listeners (Eadie et al., 2010).

Perceptual Tasks
VSR Task for Strain
The participants completed VSR training and experimental tasks in a sound-treated room. The VSR task was
chosen because of its higher reliability compared to other
auditory-perceptual tasks (Granqvist, 2003). Participants
were provided the CAPE-V definition of strain, “perception of excessive vocal effort (hyperfunction)” (Kempster
et al., 2009), and the definition of vocal effort, “perceived
exertion in producing voice” (Verdolini et al., 1994).
First, they were trained to use the VSR module on a
desktop computer and familiarized themselves with a wide

range of strain. The training module included eight voice
samples, each containing three /ifi/s with 300-ms breaks,
similar to experimental stimuli. The eight training samples
were chosen from the same database of original recordings
as the experimental stimuli. The eight training samples were
selected to contain a wide range of strain based on strain
ratings from three voice-experienced speech-language pathologists. We averaged the strain ratings from the three
raters in order to improve the reliability of the training set.
Strain ratings of the training set ranged from 2.2 to 83.4 mm,
spread evenly throughout the 100-mm range. At the start of
the training, icons for the samples were located horizontally
at the middle of the vertical axis, which ranged from 0 mm
(no strain) to 100 mm (the most strain). When the participants clicked each icon on the screen, the corresponding sample was presented at 75 dB SPL through a pair of Sennheiser
HD-290 headphones. Participants were allowed to listen
to the samples as many times as they wished. They were
asked to first listen to each stimulus and rate the strain by
moving icons vertically on the strain scale. After finishing
the initial listening and rating the samples of the training
set, participants were asked to relisten to each sample and
adjust their ratings by comparing the samples that were
located near each other vertically. When the participants
finished rating the training set, they were given the experts’
scores of the training samples as feedback, so that they could
familiarize themselves with the experts’ ratings on these
training samples. This familiarization with the experts’ ratings
was aimed at improving the interrater reliability of the task,
as poor interrater reliability of strain ratings has been previously reported (Webb et al., 2004; Zraick et al., 2011).
After the training module, listeners were asked to
complete the experimental VSR module, which contained
the same screen setup as the training module. A total of
80 stimuli, the 64 stimuli and 16 randomly chosen stimuli
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from the 64 stimuli for intrarater reliability, were divided
into 10 sets of eight stimuli. Each set was designed to contain
only one stimulus from each speaker so that the samples
from the same speaker would not be compared to each other
within a set. Each set was also designed to contain one stimulus from each modification type (e.g., RFF-modified comfortable voice samples with added noise, RFF-unmodified
maximum vocal effort samples with added noise) so that
every set would contain samples with a wide range of strain.
Each set also contained at least one repeated stimulus from
the other sets for intrarater reliability assessment. The 10 sets
of stimuli were constructed specifically for each listener to reduce the effects of stimuli order and set composition. The experimental VSR task took approximately 15 min to complete.
Same or Different Task
Participants completed an AX (same or different) task
in a sound-treated room to evaluate whether listeners could
differentiate between the samples that differed only in their
RFF. Each /ifi/ in the RFF-unmodified samples was paired
with its own RFF-modified version with a 300-ms interstimulus interval. A total of 96 pairs of RFF-modified and
unmodified samples were possible from the three /ifi/s in our
32 RFF-modified and 32 RFF-unmodified samples. Within
each pair, the order of RFF-modified and unmodified samples were randomly determined. In order to balance the
number of same and different trials in the task, 96 stimuli
pairs with the same /ifi/s were randomly chosen from the
stimuli set and included in the task. After hearing each pair
of stimuli, listeners judged whether the two stimuli were
same or different in a forced-choice paradigm. They were
asked to listen very carefully and were informed that the
difference in the two samples could be very small, but they
were not given any information about the basis of any differences. In total, 192 trials were performed by each listener, taking approximately 20 min to complete.

Data Analysis
Strain ratings for each stimulus obtained from the
VSR tasks were averaged across the listening participants.
The number of correct “different” responses of each participant was obtained from the AX task, and the correct response
rate was calculated for each of the four stimulus conditions:
comfortable voice samples with and without noise and maximum vocal effort samples with and without noise. The number of wrong “different” response was also obtained, and
the false-alarm rate was calculated for each stimulus condition. The sensitivity index, d’, was calculated from the
equation below presented in Macmillan and Creelman (2004)
for each stimulus condition of each listener: d’ = z(correct
response rate) – z(false-alarm rate), where z is the inverse
of the normal distribution. When either rate was 0 (which
inhibits the calculation of d’), we used 1/(2 × the number of
trials in a stimulus condition [24]) instead. A high, positive
d’ value would indicate high discriminability between RFFmodified and unmodified samples, whereas a zero d’ value
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would indicate chance level performance (Macmillan &
Creelman, 2004).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS (Version.
24.0, IBM Corp.). A three-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the mean strain of the stimuli
was performed with the factors: vocal effort level (comfortable voice or maximum vocal effort), RFF modification
(unmodified or modified), noise (no or added noise), and
the interactions between the factors. We hypothesized that
the interaction between vocal effort level and RFF modification would be statistically significant, which would support
the contribution of RFF to strain. We did not hypothesize
a main effect of RFF modification on strain because the
direction of RFF modification depended on vocal effort
level: The comfortable voice samples would have increased
strain due to their lowered RFF, whereas the maximum
vocal effort samples would have decreased strain due to
their raised RFF. We also hypothesized that either noise or
the interaction between noise and vocal effort level would
be statistically significant because mid-to-high frequency
noise was expected to increase strain. Finally, we hypothesized that there would be a statistically significant interaction
between noise, vocal effort level, and RFF modification because noise may affect the listeners’ acuity of the percept
caused by RFF. We also performed a two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA on d’ values from the AX task with vocal effort level and noise as factors to evaluate how adding
the noise would affect the ability of listeners to notice differences in RFF. Effect sizes were calculated as a partial
eta squared (ƞp2), and post hoc tests were performed when
statistically significant interactions were observed.
Intrarater reliability of the ratings of strain was assessed
using Pearson correlations from 16 repeated samples. Strain
showed intrarater reliability (Pearson r) above .7 in 18 of 20
listeners (Mdn = .85, range: .42–.99). Interrater reliability
was represented as intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC;
two-way mixed effects, consistency, single measure) calculated with the ratings of all 64 stimuli from all listeners. ICC
below 0.5 has been considered as poor reliability, .5–.75 as
moderate reliability, .75–.9 as good reliability, and above .9
as excellent reliability (Portney & Watkins, 2000). Ratings
of strain showed moderate interrater reliability (ICC =
.61, 95% CI [.53, .70]).
We additionally evaluated intrarater and interrater
reliability separately for samples with and without noise to
examine our hypothesis that mid-to-high frequency noise
may decrease the reliability of strain rating. Among the
16 repeated samples, half of them were samples with added
noise and the other half was without noise. In order to
evaluate our hypothesis that mid-to-high frequency noise
would decrease intrarater reliability of strain, mean absolute differences in strain between the actual and repeated
samples were calculated separately for samples with and
without noise from each listener. An independent t test
was performed on the mean absolute differences in strain
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to evaluate whether the samples with noise resulted in a
larger mean absolute difference than samples without noise,
which would suggest lower intrarater reliability. To evaluate
our hypothesis that noise would decrease interrater reliability, we calculated mean absolute deviation by obtaining absolute deviations of an individual listener’s strain rating of a
sample from the sample’s mean strain rating by the 20 listeners and averaging absolute deviations within each sample.
A paired t test was performed between the mean absolute
deviations of the samples with and without added noise to
examine if adding noise increased mean absolute deviation,
which would suggest decreased interrater reliability. A predetermined level of statistical significance (α = .05) was
used for all statistical tests.

Results
RFF Modification
The three-way ANOVA on mean strain showed a
statistically significant effect of the interaction between vocal effort level and RFF modification with a large effect
size ( p = .003, ƞp2 = .74). This interaction indicates that
RFF modification changed the perceived strain of the
samples but that the effect differed based on the vocal effort level. The post hoc paired t test between the comfortable voice samples with and without RFF modification
revealed that synthetically lowering RFF values in the
comfortable voice samples resulted in increases in strain (t
= −5.4, p < .001; see Figure 2), as hypothesized. The post
hoc paired t test between the maximum vocal effort samples with and without RFF modification revealed that synthetically raising RFF values in the maximum vocal effort
samples resulted in decreases in strain (t = 3.5, p = .003;
see Figure 2). The mean d’, which represents the listeners’
performance discriminating between RFF-modified and
Figure 2. Mean strain ratings of comfortable and maximum effort
samples as a function of modification condition. Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals, and bolded brackets and asterisks
indicate statistically significant differences between RFF-modified
and unmodified samples within comfortable voice (p < .001)
and maximum vocal effort (p = .003) conditions. RFF = relative
fundamental frequency; N = noise; - = unmodified; ↑ = increase;
↓ = decrease.

unmodified samples on the AX task, ranged from 0.12 to
0.40 (M = 0.29, 95% CI [0.17, 0.40]) in the four stimulus
conditions, all above 0 in the scale, in which 0 indicates
chance-level performance (see Figure 3).

Mid-to-High Frequency Noise
The effect of mid-to-high frequency noise on strain
was statistically significant and showed a large effect size
(p < .001, ƞp2 = .97). The samples with added noise had increased strain (see Figure 2). There was no statistically significant effect on the interaction between noise, vocal effort,
and RFF ( p = .83). The addition of noise was not a statistically significant factor in the one-way ANOVA on mean d’
( p = .18; see Figure 3).
The mean absolute difference in strain between the
samples and their repetitions was statistically greater (t =
2.45, p = .01) in the samples with noise (M = 12.2, 95% CI
[11.4, 13.1]) relative to the samples without noise (M = 8.5,
95% CI [7.9, 9.0]), suggesting lower intrarater reliability of
strain ratings in the samples with noise than without noise.
The mean absolute deviation was also statistically greater
(t = 2.20, p = .035, mean difference = 1.4, 95% CI [0.1, 2.7])
in the samples with noise than samples without noise, suggesting lower interrater reliability of strain ratings in the
samples with noise than without noise.

Discussion
In this study, we performed auditory-perceptual experiments with synthetically modified voice samples to
evaluate direct, causal contributions of RFF and mid-tohigh frequency noise to the perception of strain. We hypothesized that synthetically lowering RFF in voice samples
would increase strain, whereas raising RFF in voice samples

Figure 3. Mean sensitivity of discriminating RFF-modified and
unmodified samples from the AX task as a function of paired condition
in comfortable voice and maximum vocal effort samples. The addition
of noise was not a statistically significant factor on mean d’ (p > .05).
A dotted line indicates chance-level discrimination. Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals. RFF = relative fundamental frequency;
w/ N = with noise; w/o N = without noise; - = unmodified; ↑ =
increase; ↓ = decrease.
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would decrease strain. We also hypothesized that adding
mid-to-high frequency noise in voice samples would both
increase strain and decrease intra- and interrater reliability
of strain ratings.

RFF
The statistically significant interaction between vocal
effort level and RFF modification supports the role of RFF
as an acoustic contributor to strain. The mean d’ value
greater than 0 from the AX tasks also supports that differences in RFF can be noticed by listeners, although with
difficulty (low d’ values). Our finding is consistent with previously observed correlations between RFF and strain in
speakers with healthy voices who modulated their vocal effort (Lien et al., 2015; McKenna & Stepp, 2018), speakers
with healthy voices and vocal hyperfunction (Stepp et al.,
2012), and speakers with laryngeal dystonia (Eadie & Stepp,
2013). Our findings further support the contribution of RFF
to strain by showing that strain changed when only RFF
was modified in the acoustic samples while other acoustic
features remained constant.
A potential reason for the relationship between RFF
and perceived strain may be the high prevalence of decreased
RFF in individuals with increased laryngeal tension and
vocal effort in their voice production. In our study, decreasing RFF values in the comfortable voice samples resulted
in increases in strain. This decreased RFF pattern has been
observed in individuals with increased laryngeal tension
and vocal effort during their voice production in previous
studies (Eadie & Stepp, 2013; Heller Murray et al., 2017;
Lien et al., 2015; Roy et al., 2016; Stepp, 2013; Stepp et al.,
2010, 2011). Specifically, these individuals showed decreasing offset RFF and slightly increased and then decreasing
onset RFF, whereas individuals speaking with typical voices
showed stable or slightly decreasing offset RFF and substantially increased and then decreasing onset RFF. Stepp et al.
(2011) and Roy et al. (2016) also observed that successful
voice therapy sessions normalized this decreased RFF pattern (although Roy et al., 2016, only observed this finding
in onset RFF). Individuals with increased laryngeal tension
and vocal effort are known to have strained voice quality
(Kempster et al., 2009; Roy, 2008), which is suggested to be
multidimensional (Kent, 1996; Lowell et al., 2012). Thus,
we may frequently encounter the decreased RFF pattern
concurrently present with other acoustic features of strain
in individuals with increased laryngeal tension and may associate it with increased strain.
Although the contribution of RFF to perceived strain
is supported in this study, RFF is probably a small factor
in the overall construct of strain due to its short duration
and linguistic constraints. Although we observed a statistically
significant and large effect of the interaction between vocal
effort level and RFF modification, the average change in
strain due to RFF modification was small, less than 10 mm
on the 100-mm scale. These small changes in strain may
have been due to the fact that the RFF measure only spans
a small proportion of each utterance, whereas other acoustic
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features such as increased spectral energies at higher harmonic
frequencies and mid-to-high frequency noise can span entire
utterances. The short duration of RFF cycles may also
explain why it was challenging for the listeners to consistently differentiate between the samples with and without
RFF modification in the AX task. The duration of 20 RFF
cycles can be estimated from our speakers’ average fos producing /ifi/, which ranged from 105 to 254 Hz. Based on
that fo range, the duration of 20 RFF cycles is estimated
to range only from 79 to 190 ms (1/fo × 20 cycles), whereas
the duration of the entire utterance ranged from approximately 400 to 1,000 ms. The proportion of RFF in a sound
sample of typical running speech will further decrease, as
these are likely not to contain many vowel-consonant-vowel
contexts with voiceless consonants. Thus, we hypothesize
that, in running speech stimuli, the contribution of RFF
to strain also would be even smaller.

Mid-to-High Frequency Noise
The results of the VSR task for rating strain showed
that mid-to-high frequency noise is also a statistically significant contributor to strain with a large effect. The effect
of noise was also stronger than of RFF, probably because
it was present in much longer durations of the samples than
RFF. Our finding is consistent with previous findings that
showed that increases in breathiness or aspiration noise
were coincident with increased strain (Hirano, 1981; Lowell
et al., 2012). Listeners may associate increased mid-to-high
frequency noise with strain because of the high prevalence
of aspiration noise in individuals with strained voices (e.g.,
individuals with glottal insufficiency, vocal nodules, and
paralysis) who need to increase their vocal effort in order
to phonate. Aspiration noise also may be perceived as increased respiratory effort, which usually accompanies an
increased airflow rate (Zhang, 2015).
There was no statistically significant interaction between noise and RFF. We had predicted that noise would
affect the listeners’ acuity to the percept caused by RFF.
There was also no statistically significant effect of noise
on the d’ in the AX task, which suggests that mid-to-high
frequency noise may not affect the ability to notice differences in RFF. However, we may not have observed noise
reducing d’ in the AX task because of the inherent difficulty of the task: The task resulted in overall low values
of d’, suggesting a floor effect.
Our findings also suggest that mid-to-high frequency
noise may decrease both intra- and interrater reliability of
strain ratings. These findings are likely not due to noise
interfering with the perception of RFF, since the effect of
noise on discriminability between samples with and without RFF modification was not statistically significant.
Instead, mid-to-high frequency noise is likely to interfere
with higher harmonic frequencies, located in a similar frequency range. This speculation is consistent with previous
findings from Kreiman and Gerratt (2012) that showed
that increased noise in samples reduced sensitivity to
harmonic frequencies. Thus, listeners may have perceived
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different amounts of energy at higher harmonic frequencies when noise was added, resulting in different strain
ratings.

Implications for Clinical Evaluation of Strain
The decrease in reliability of strain ratings of samples
with noise observed in this study suggests that the auditoryperceptual evaluation of strain may be more challenging for
individuals with breathy or dysphonic voices than for individuals with voices without breathiness. The effect of noise
on strain may have been the reason that previous studies
have observed lower reliability of strain than of other voice
qualities (Webb et al., 2004; Zraick et al., 2011) for which
individuals with voice disorders were evaluated. When rating strain in dysphonic voices, some listeners may base their
ratings more on the presence of noise, whereas other listeners may base their rating more on spectral energies at
higher harmonic frequencies or RFF. This finding is similar
to the findings of Kreiman et al. (1992), which suggested
variability in acoustic cues that individuals use to rate voice
quality. Intrarater reliability of strain may have also been
low due to noise interacting with other acoustic features of
strain. Mid-to-high frequency noise affecting reliability of
strain is problematic because many individuals with voice
disorders are likely to present increased aspiration noise
due to glottal insufficiency. This population needs to be
evaluated accurately for effective treatment. Based on
our findings, clinicians should be aware that the auditoryperceptual evaluation of strain may not be reliable in individuals with dysphonia and that their strain ratings should
be incorporated with care in their clinical practice.
These issues with auditory-perceptual evaluation of
strain support call for more research to develop objective
measures to assess strain. The findings of this study further
support that RFF exhibits potential as an objective measure
for assessing increased vocal effort. RFF has consistently differentiated between individuals with healthy voices and vocal
hyperfunction (Roy et al., 2016; Stepp et al., 2010, 2011),
whereas conventional acoustic measures have been shown
mixed results (Belsky et al., in press; Holmberg et al., 2003;
Schindler et al., 2013). H1–H2 and measures of spectral tilt
(e.g., low-to-high spectral ratio), which reflect increased
energies at higher harmonic frequencies, may fail to reflect
increased vocal effort if individuals with increased vocal effort do not completely adduct their vocal folds due to structural lesions or vocal fold paralysis. Previous attempts to
examine the effect of CPPS on strain have resulted in mixed
findings (Anand et al., 2019; Lowell et al., 2012; McKenna
& Stepp, 2018), possibly due to occurrences of both increased
harmonic energy in higher harmonics (which increases CPPS)
and mid-to-high frequency noise (which decreases CPPS) in
strained voices. In contrast, RFF is a time-based measure,
which is not affected by the spectral contents of voice samples.
RFF was also observed to detect possible voice changes from
an intense voice-use period that auditory-perception ratings
did not reflect (Heller Murray et al., 2016), which suggests
that RFF may be more sensitive to small changes in vocal

function than auditory-perceptual evaluation. Thus, RFF
may be a good complement to clinical evaluation of strain.
Although RFF may reflect strain, the multidimensionality of strain suggests that a single acoustic variable
may not be sufficient to capture strain. This study supports
assertions about the multidimensional nature of strain, finding statistically significant contributions of RFF and mid-tohigh frequency noise to strain in addition to the previously
observed effects of increased energies at higher harmonic frequencies (Anand et al., 2019; Bergan et al., 2004). Due to
these acoustic features affecting strain, previous studies may
have struggled to find a single acoustic measure that correlates strongly with strain (Bhuta et al., 2004) This multidimensional character of strain is also likely to inhibit the
recent efforts to develop analogous scales for the perception
of voice quality (e.g., sones for the loudness scale) from being applied to strain, since developing analogous scales for
perception requires a single physical variable that correlates
strongly with perception (e.g., noise-to-harmonic ratio for
breathiness; Eddins et al., in press).
Instead of a single acoustic measure, multiparametric
tools, similar to Acoustic Voice Quality Index (Maryn et al.,
2010) and Cepstral Spectral Index of Dysphonia (Awan et al.,
2016), may represent strain more adequately. Both Acoustic
Voice Quality Index and Cepstral Spectral Index of Dysphonia have been developed to complement clinical evaluation
of the overall severity of dysphonia, and a primary acoustic
component in both of these indices is CPPS. Although there
was a previous attempt to build a multiparametric tool for
strain using CPPS as a component (Lowell et al., 2012), CPPS
is not likely to specifically represent strain due to both increased energies at higher harmonic and noise frequencies
contributing to strain, as previously explained. In order to
develop a multiparametric tool for strain, acoustic measures
that can independently estimate energies of harmonic and
noise frequencies may be required. RFF could also be one
of the factors in this tool, with sentences loaded with RFF
instances used as speech samples. Future studies should
incorporate these acoustic elements and other potential
acoustic contributors to strain into a multiparametric tool
for strain.

Limitations
Due to our use of synthetically modified samples, listener reactions to any synthetic sound quality in the samples
may have affected the results of this study. To determine
whether this was the case, we performed an additional VSR
of rating synthetic quality, described in Supplemental
Material S1. We did not find statistical differences between RFF-modified and unmodified samples, but we
did find statistical differences between samples with and
without added noise with a large effect size. Increased
synthetic quality in the samples with added noise may
have affected strain ratings in these samples, but the relationship between synthetic quality and strained voice quality
is also unknown. We aimed to add mid-to-high frequency
noise as naturally as possible using the breathiness function
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in Praat, which estimates spectral shapes of voice samples to
filter white noise and generates whispered versions of the
original voice samples. However, because we added synthetic noise to natural voice samples, we could not avoid
our samples with added noise sounding more synthetic. Future studies should investigate methods to increase noise
levels in voice samples more naturally for future perceptual
studies of voice quality.
Another limitation of this study is the small number
of expert raters in auditory-perceptual evaluations of the
original voice recordings and the training stimuli for the
VSR task. Because of the known poor interrater reliability
of auditory-perceptual evaluation (Webb et al., 2004; Zraick
et al., 2011), the scores from these expert raters may have
not been reliable. However, these ratings played subsidiary
roles of the experiment and thus they are not likely to substantially affect the findings of the study.

Conclusions
Synthetic modification of RFF and addition of mid-tohigh frequency noise changed the perceived strain of the
modified samples. Lowering RFF resulted in increased
strain, and raising RFF resulted in decreased strain, consistent with previous findings of the perceptual studies on
RFF. Adding mid-to-high frequency noise resulted in increased strain and decreased intra- and interrater reliability
of strain. Our findings support the multidimensionality of
strain and suggest that future acoustic assessment of strain
can be better achieved through multiparametric tools incorporating multiple acoustic features of strain. The decreased
intrarater reliability of strain in the samples with noise indicates that the clinical perceptual evaluation of strain in dysphonic voices can be problematic and further supports the
need for objective assessment of strain to complement auditory-perceptual evaluation.
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